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electric generator. The BBDB wave energy converter
was proposed by Masuda (1987), and he carried out
several experiments. The effect of profile about BBDB
was investigated experimentally by Liang et al (1995).
A wave-power-generating system of OWC type is
composed of a turbine-generator and an air chamber in
which OWC converts wave energy into oscillating
airflow. A special impulse turbine which has symmetric
configuration is used for the air turbine in this paper,
because it will always rotate in the same direction
irrespective of the direction of the oscillating airflow.
The impulse turbine has advantage for the complete
self-starting, and it is frequently used for OWC wave
energy converters in the same way as the Wells turbine,
mainly because the turbines do not require any valves
to rectify the alternating air flow, while having a fairly
good maximum efficiency.
A numerical method is introduced to analyze BBDB
with OWC. The method is based on the eigenfunction
expansion method (e.g. Evans, et al.[1]; Suzuki, et al.,
[2]) described under the condition that the linear water
wave theory is applicable and treats the water free
surface in the air chamber arithmetically without
complex equations.
In this paper it is shown how to make BBDB match
the impulse turbine characteristics. This feature is being
able to select the optimum profile of the turbine and the
BBDB individually from each characteristic before
comprehensive evaluation of the BBDB and the turbine
in the design. After fully grasping the element
characteristics which are relevant for the wave energy
conversion system, the synthetic design method is built.
The BBDB size and the turbine diameter are
determined by considering the cost corresponding to
the smallest size under the same output, securing
starting torque performance.

Abstract
A floating type Backward-Bent Duct Buoy (BBDB)
is a wave energy conversion device with an Oscillating
Water Column (OWC) at the front side. The device
captures the wave energy using the heaving, the
pitching, the surging motion of BBDB and the heaving
motion of OWC, and generates the oscillating air flow
to drive the turbine-generator. The system introduces a
special
impulse
turbine
which
can rotate
unidirectionally and the turbine has advantage for the
complete self-starting. An eigenfunction expansion
method is introduced for analyzing the BBDB with
OWC. It is confirmed that these solutions give good
agreement with several experimental results. It is
shown in a design method how to make BBDB match
the turbine characteristics. The BBDB size and the
turbine diameter are determined by considering the cost
corresponding to the smallest size under the same
output.
Keywords: BBDB, Impulse Turbine, OWC, Wave Power
Generation

1.

Introduction

A floating type Backward-Bent Duct Buoy (BBDB)
is a wave energy conversion device with an Oscillating
Water Column (OWC) at the front side, and a turbinegenerator is connecting to the air chamber above the
OWC. The device captures the wave energy using the
heaving, the pitching, the surging motion of BBDB and
the heaving motion of OWC. The up-and-down motion
of the internal free-surface in the air chamber (or
OWC) produced by the incident waves makes the
oscillating air flow through a turbine which drives an
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The specifications of the impulse turbine model are
0.3m in diameter, 0.7 in hub-to-tip ratio and a tip
clearance of 1mm. Fig.3 shows the turbine
configuration at the circular section of the mean radius,
0.1275m. The turbine has 30 rotor blades and 26 guide
vanes both upstream and downstream. For the
nondimensionalization of turbine, the tip speed, U, is
often used as the representative velocity, while the
special features of the impulse turbine for wave power
generation are found out by using the axial velocity, Va,
as representative velocity. The tip-speed ratio, 1/φ, the
torque coefficient, CT, pressure drop coefficient, ψ,
efficiency, ηT are described as the following equations:
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Figure 1: Experimental apparatus of wave tank.

Validations of Numerical Method

2.1 Experimental Apparatus
The numerical method is validated by a comparison
of a developing original code with the experimental
results of BBDB performed by using a wave tank of
Institute of Ocean Energy, Saga University which is
18m in length, 0.8m in width and 1m in depth in Fig.1.
The 2-Dimensional experimental model of BBDB is
0.85m in length, 0.78m in width and 0.35m in depth.
The experimental model installs the orifice instead of
the turbine which is the load for the OWC. The opening
ratio of orifice is 1/120. The wave height of incidence
is 0.02m, that is, the wave amplitude is ai=0.01m. The
floating body is moored by the slack lines and nearly
free condition. Since the orifice is the non-linear load
for the OWC, the experimental results and the
calculation are analyzed by linearizing the damping
coefficient, DL, as follows:
1
DL = Ce C p ρ a zr B
(1)
2
where ρa is the air density, Ce=8/(3π) is the equivalent
linearized coefficient, Cp≅38,700 is the pressure drop
coefficient for 1/120 in the opening ratio of the orifice,
and zr is the relative velocity between the OWC and
the floating body.
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where the nomenclatures are φ = flow coefficient, TT =
torque, ρa = air density, annulus section area of AT
=π(Rt2-Rh2), Rt = radius of the rotor, Rh = radius of the
hub, ΔP = pressure drop across the turbine.
The maximum efficiency reaches ηT =44.5% at the
tip-speed ratio of 1/φ =1.2, and the torque coefficient
and the pressure drop coefficient are CT =4.3 and ψ
=12 respectively.
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Figure 2: Efficiency of wave energy absorption.

2.2 2-Dimensional Calculation Results
Fig.2 shows the efficiency (or the capture width
ratio) of wave energy absorption of BBDB. The
calculation results are in good agreement with
experimental results all over the experimental range
between λ/L=2 and 6 in the wavelength. The maximum
efficiency appears around λ/L=4 in the wavelength, and
the efficiency as high as 70% is achieved by
experimental results.
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Figure 3: Impulse turbine configuration of rotor and guide
vanes at circular section of mean radius.

3.2 Characteristics in Oscillating Irregular
Velocity
The turbine characteristics in oscillating irregular
velocity are described by an assumption where the
probability density distribution of the axial velocity is
Gaussian distribution under a constant rotational speed.
The assumption is reasonable because the probability
density distribution of the water surface displacement
on wave agrees well with the Gaussian distribution.
The Gaussian distribution of x is described by

Turbine Performance
3.1 Impulse Turbine Characteristics
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⎡ 1 ⎛ x ⎞2 ⎤
exp ⎢ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎥
2πσ 2
⎢⎣ 2 ⎝ σ ⎠ ⎥⎦
where σ is standard deviation. It is
P ( x) =

1

∞

σ 2 = ∫ 2 x 2 P( x) dx

where W is the width of air chamber. The wave power
per unit width in regular waves is described as:
ρ g 2 H 2T ρW g 2 a 2T ρW g 2 a 2
wi = W
=
=
,
32π F (kh) 8π F (kh) 4ω F (kh)

(2)

(3)

0

F (kh) =

The standard Gaussian distribution is
P( x)
1
⎡ 1
⎤
P* ( X ) =
=
exp ⎢ − X 2 ⎥
(4)
1/ σ
2
2π
⎣
⎦
X = x /σ
The feature of the impulse turbine is to produce the
large torque compared with the turbine inertia,
therefore the turbine nearly is rotated by the same tipspeed ratio, that is, the torque and the pressure drop
across the turbine is approximately proportional to
square of the axial velocity of turbine. If the probability
density distribution of airflow is Gaussian distribution,
the impulse turbine characteristics in the oscillating
irregular airflow are described as:
V
X = a2
Vaσ
T
CT (1/ φ ) =
1
ρ aVa2σ AT Rt
2
0

CW (1/ φ ) =

(8)

ω 2 = kg tanh kh
According to the linear wave theory the irregular waves
are expressed as the summation of elementary waves.
Therefore the incident wave power and the output of air
chamber per unit width for irregular waves is described
as:
ρ g2 ∞
1 1
w i = W ∫ 2 S ( f )
df
0
f F (kh)
8π
(9)
ρW g 2 ∞
1 1
w OWC =
2S ( f )
ηOWC ( f )df
f F (kh)
8π ∫0
The air chamber efficiency for irregular waves is
described as:
W
w
ηOWC = OWC = OWC
(10)

w i
Wi
4.3 Formulation of Air Chamber Output by
Probability Density Distribution
Using the probability density distribution of heaving
motion of the water surface, P (vW ) , the time average
output of the air chamber is described as:
∞
WOWC = DL ∫ 2vW2 P (vW ) dvW
0
(11)
= DLVW2σ

∞

= 2CT (1/ φ ) ∫ X 2 P* ( X ) dX

2 cosh 2 (kh)
,
2kh + sinh(2kh)

(5)

WOWC
1
ρ aVa3σ AT
2
∞

= 2ψ (1/ φ ) ∫ X 3 P* ( X ) dX
0

ηT (1/ φ ) = ηT (1/ φ )

where VW σ is the standard deviation of vW and DL is
the load damping coefficient for the air chamber, and
this equals the time average input of the turbine of Eq.5.
Moreover the equivalent linearized load damping
coefficient, DL, for non-linear load damping is defined
as:
W
DL = OWC
(12)
VW2σ

4. Air Chamber (OWC) Characteristics
in Irregular Wave
4.1 Irregular Waves
The spectra of irregular waves are ISSC spectrum,
Bretschneider-Mitsuyasu spectrum, ITTC spectrum and
JONSWAP spectrum et al. The BretschneiderMitsuyasu spectrum is described by the significant
wave height H1/3 and the significant period T1/3 as:
−4
S ( f ) = 0.257 H1/2 3T1/−34 f −5 exp ⎡⎢−1.03(T1/ 3 f ) ⎤⎥
(6)
⎣
⎦
where f is wave frequency.

This shows that the non-linear load damping can be
replaced by the equivalent load damping.

5. Matching between OWC and Turbine
Characteristics for Irregular Waves

4.2 Wave Energy and Output of Air Chamber
in Irregular Wave
The capital letters show the total power whereas the
small letters show the power per unit width. The power
in irregular waves is represented by “~” whereas the
power in regular waves is represented without “~”. A
subscript, OWC, stands for the Oscillating Water
Column in the air chamber. The incident wave
power, Wi , and the output of air chamber, WOWC , are
described as:
Wi = W wi ,
Wi = W w i ,
(7)
W
= W w , W
= W w
OWC

OWC

OWC

Boundary conditions between the turbine and the air
chamber are to set the turbine input equal to the air
chamber output (see Eq.13) and the inlet flow rate of
the turbine equal to the outlet flow rate of the air
chamber (see Eq.14).
Eq.11 and Eq.5 lead to the following relation
between the output of the air chamber and the input of
the turbine:
1
DL VW2σ = CW ρ aVa3σ AT
(13)
2
Since the outflow of the air chamber equals the
inflow of the turbine, the following equation is derived:

OWC
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AW VW σ = AT Vaσ
(14)
From Eq.13 and Eq.14, the load damping coefficient
can be written as a function of the input coefficient of
the turbine, CW , and the area ratio, AW / AT :

and H1/3=2.25m is obtained at 1.65m in turbine
diameter. The efficiency of energy absorption by OWC
is higher as the wave height becomes lower. Therefore
the selected best turbine diameter becomes between
1.15m and 1.65m. The maximum turbine power
becomes 93kW, and the power at 1.5m in diameter
becomes 89kW at T1/3=8.5s and H1/3=3.25m.

2

1 ⎛A ⎞
DL = CW ρ a ⎜ W ⎟ AW VW σ
(15)
2 ⎝ AT ⎠
Eq.15 closes the boundary condition of Eq.13 and 14.
From Eq.12, the standard deviation of heaving
velocity of the water surface in the air chamber is
described as:
WOWC
(16)
VW σ =
DL

7.

This study introduces the two dimensional numerical
method to analyze the BBDB characteristics, and the
method to select the optimum size of the BBDB and the
impulse turbine in the irregular water wave. The
feasibility study including the turbine is performed, and
the following conclusions were obtained.
(1) The characteristics of the BBDB with OWC is
computed by the eigenfunction expansion method
which are formulized by the linear water wave theory.
The numerical prediction agrees well with the
experimental result in order to take into account the
accuracy and the fluctuation of the experimental data,
and the reliability of the numerical method is validated.
(2) The design concept is not to target the higher
efficiency of energy absorption, regards as important
how to find out the device of the smallest size under the
same output power.
(3) The feasibility study is performed with
significant wave periods and heights where the peak
probability density appears in the frequency
distribution where the cumulative frequency is 98.4%
in the significant wave height less than H1/3 =2.25m. It
is recommended for the wave condition that the BBDB
becomes 25m in length and 10.3m in draft, and the
diameter of the impulse turbine is 1.5m.
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Figure 4: Effect of turbine diameter for efficiency of energy
absorption by OWC, and turbine power.

6.

Conclusions

Feasibility Study
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